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A gas of magnons in magnetic films differs from all other known systems demonstrating Bose-Einstein
condensation (BEC), since it possesses two energetically degenerate lowest-energy quantum states with
non-zero wave vectors 6kBEC. Therefore, BEC in this system results in a spontaneously formed
two-component Bose-Einstein condensate described by a linear combination of two spatially non-uniform
wave-functions /exp(6ikBECz), while condensates found in other physical systems are characterized by
spatially uniform wave-functions. Here we report a study of BEC of magnons with sub-micrometer spatial
resolution. We experimentally confirm the existence of the two wave-functions and show that their
interference results in a non-uniform ground state of the condensate with the density oscillating in space.
Additionally,weobservestabletopologicaldefectsinthecondensate.Bycomparingtheexperimentalresults
withpredictionsofatheoreticalmodelbasedontheGinzburg-Landauequation,weidentifythesedefectsas
quantized vortices.
B
ose-Einstein condensation (BEC), predicted by Einstein
1 in 1925, is one of the most intriguing quantum
phenomena, since it allows one to observe coherent quantum effects on the macroscopic scale (for review
see, e.g.,
2). Although BEC was experimentally observed for different equilibrium (liquid He
4 3,4, ultra-cold
atoms
5,6, magnetic triplons
7) as well as non-equilibrium (excitons
8, polaritons
9–11, magnons
12,13, photons
14)
ensembles of bosonic particles, the experimental investigation of spatially coherent structures in BECs remains
anattractivealbeitachallengingtaskforresearchers.Themostunambiguouswaytoinvestigatespatialcoherence
ofaBECisaninterferenceexperiment.Foratomiccondensatesthiscanbedonebysplittingthecondensatecloud
into two parts and bringing them to spatially overlap after their phases or wave vectors have been manipulated
independently
15.Quasi-equilibriumBECofmagnonsinferromagneticfilms
13differsfromallotherBECsystems.
Since the lowest-energy magnon state is doubly degenerate, the condensation spontaneously occurs at two non-
zero values of the wave vector k56kBEC. This leads to a degeneracy of the condensate ground state and
coexistence of two spatially overlapping wave-functions y1 and y2, that correspond to 6kBEC. The structure
ofthesewave-functions,includingtheinformationabouttheirrelativephases,canbeprobedbyavisualizationof
thedensityofthetotalwave-function y jj
2~ yz exp ikBECz ðÞ zy{ exp {ikBECz ðÞ
       2.Belowweshowexperiment-
allythatthecoexistenceofthesetwointrinsiccomponentsresultsintheformationofanon-uniformgroundstate
of the magnon condensate, characterized by a real-space standing wave of the condensate density. This obser-
vationprovidesadirectevidenceofthespatialcoherenceintheroom-temperaturemagnoncondensate.Notethat
contrary to the interference experiments with cold atoms, where condensates with different wave vectors were
prepared by external manipulation
15, in our experiments the two interfering condensate components are formed
spontaneously.
Due to the spatial coherence, both equilibrium and non-equilibrium BEC systems can demonstrate mac-
roscopic topological structures such as quantized vortices. However, the role of gain and dissipation in the
formation of structures is essentially different in these two cases. In equilibrium condensates, e.g. condensates
in ultra-cold gases, vortices are created either during the condensate formation
16,17 or via dynamical perturba-
tions
18,19. Unless the perturbations are constantly maintained, the vortices leave the condensate, while the con-
densate relaxes into its ground state. In this case, the existence of perturbations is necessary for the formation of
topological structures, but it is not a precondition for the existence of the condensate itself. In contrast, non-
equilibriumcondensates,suchasmagnoncondensates,arecreatedunderthecontinuousinfluenceofanexternal
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can spontaneously form stationary or dynamical vortex structures
(see
20 for details), that would not exist in equilibrium condensates.
Recently, stationary vortices and half-vortices pinned at the
local minima of the energy landscape have been observed in
exciton-polariton condensates
21,22. The vortices in these experi-
ments were created dynamically due to the difference in energy
level between minima and maxima of the landscape that explains
why the vortices of the same orientation at the same position
appear for different experimental realizations. It remained unclear,
however, whether vortices can be formed during condensation in
other non-equilibrium condensates. Here we show that, indeed,
stationary quantized vortices exhibiting a number of unique fea-
tures can be spontaneously formed in a condensate of magnons
created in epitaxial magnetic films of exceptionally high crystal-
lographic quality.
Results
Aroom-temperature Bose-Einstein condensate ofmagnonswascre-
ated in an epitaxial yttrium iron garnet (YIG) film using an experi-
mental setup shown in Fig. 1a, which, in general, is similar to that
used in our previous studies
13,23. To reach the critical value of the
chemical potential, necessary for BEC formation
24, we inject addi-
tional magnons using microwave parametric pumping. After ther-
malization, the injected magnons gather in the two lowest-energy
states and create a degenerate two-component Bose-Einstein con-
densate, as illustrated in Fig. 1b.
Spatial mapping of the total condensate density was performed
using micro-focus Brillouin light scattering (BLS) technique
25. The
locally detected BLS intensity is proportional to the squared ampli-
tude of the magnetization precession, i.e. to the total condensate
density y jj
2 at the point of observation. Therefore, by scanning the
probinglaserspotinthetwolateraldirectionsandrecordingtheBLS
intensity, spatial distribution of the condensate density can be visua-
lized.
Figure 1c shows the results of a two-dimensional mapping of the
condensate density across an 835 mm
2 area of the YIG film adjacent
to the pumping resonator, within which the field created by the
resonator can be considered as being approximately uniform. The
mapping was performed by repetitive scanning of the spatial area
followedbytheaveragingoftherecordeddatatoimprovethesignal-
to-noiseratio.Themapclearlydemonstratesaperiodicpatternalong
the direction of the static magnetic field created as a result of
interference of the two components of the magnon condensate.
The spatial period of the pattern 0.960.1 mm obtained from two-
dimensional Fourier transform of the recorded map (Fig. 1d), agrees
well with the period 0.92 mm calculated based on the known value
kBEC53.4310
4 cm
212 6.Thedepthoftheperiodicspatialmodulation
wasfarbelow100%andwasfoundtodependonthepumpingpower,
as illustrated by Fig. 2. As seen from these data, the average BLS
intensityproportionaltothetotaldensityofthecondensategradually
grows with pumping power increasing from the BEC-transition
threshold of 6 mW to 100 mW and then saturates due to the reduc-
tion of the parametric pumping efficiency
27. In contrast, the modu-
lationdepthincreases quicklyatpowers justabovethethresholdand
then stays nearly constant.
Another interesting feature of the interference pattern in Fig. 1c is
the presence of topological defects marked by dashed circles. These
defects correspond to singularities of the phase difference between
the individual components y1 and y2. To illustrate this, we draw
contours around the defects and calculate the phase shift over them.
It is obvious that the phase difference is constant as one moves along
aredordarkbluelineinthemapandthatthephasechangesby2p,as
one moves from a red (blue) line to the neighboring one. When
Figure 1 | Schematic of the experiment and results of two-dimensional imaging of the condensate density. (a) Experimental setup. Magnons are
injected into the YIG film using a microwave resonator. After thermalization they create a Bose-Einstein condensate, which is imaged by scanning the
probing laser light in two lateral directions. (b) Qualitative picture of the magnon spectrum in a ferromagnetic film. Injected magnons thermalize and
create two Bose-Einstein condensates at two degeneratespectral minima with non-zero wave vectors 6kBEC. (c) Measured two-dimensional spatial map
of the BLS intensity proportional to the condensate density, obtained at the maximum used pumping power. Dashed circles show the positions of
topological defects in the standing-wave pattern corresponding to a non-uniform ground state of the condensate. (d) Two-dimensional Fourier
transform of the measured spatial map. Dashed line marks the value of the wave vector equal to 2kBEC. The spread of the spectral peak and its slight
displacement withrespecttoky50arecausedby thepresence oftopological defects resultinginanon-zero slopeofthe real-spacestripestructure, aswell
as by slight misalignment between the static magnetic field and the scanning axis.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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these rules, one gets 2p in either y1 or y2 for both defects.
Discussion
The detected periodic modulation of the condensate density clearly
confirms the existence of two spatially coherent wave-functions in
the magnon condensate. Moreover, the observation of the pattern in
the long-term repetitive measurements clearly shows that the two
components of the condensate are phase locked. If this were not the
case, the fluctuations of the phase difference between the wave-func-
tionsy1andy2wouldleadtochangesinthespatialpositionsofthe
maximaandminimainthepatternwithtime.Asaresult,thepattern
would be washed out due to the averaging during the long-term
measurements. We associate this phase locking with interaction of
magnons belonging to the two condensate components resulting in
their phase coherence. We emphasize that, only a small part (about
1%)oftotalnumberofmagnonsiscondensedatroomtemperature
24.
Therefore, the dominating interaction of the condensed magnons
with the non-condensed magnons reduces the strength of the phase
locking between the two components of the condensate. The same
arguments explain the increase of the modulation depth with
increasing condensate density (Fig. 2).
To understand the physical origin of the observed periodic pat-
terns and topological defects and the role of the phase locking
between the two condensate components for their formation, we
model the condensate using two coupled generalized Ginzburg-
Landau equations following the approach previously applied to
non-equilibrium condensates in
28–30. Interactions between condens-
ate components are taken into account by introducing additional
terms describing four-magnon interaction processes
31,32 that destroy
apairof non-condensedmagnons andcreate apairofmagnonswith
wave vectors 6kBEC and vice versa. The resulting system of coupled
equations for wave-functions y1 and y2 becomes
ih Lty+~{
h 2Lzz
2mjj
{
h 2Lyy
2m\
{mCzU0 y+
       2ziP y+
     
y+zJy
 
+ð1Þ
HereU0isthestrengthsofthepseudo-potentialsresponsibleforself-
interaction (we neglect the cross-interaction between the compo-
nents), mjj<me and m\<me=15 are the longitudinal and transverse
masses of magnons, respectively, with me being the free electron
mass. P(y6) describes the flow of magnons into the condensate
due to the parametric pumping and their annihilation due to
magnon-magnon interactions and spin-lattice relaxation. Based on
the approach from
28,29, P(y6) can be written phenomenologically as
P y+
  
~ceff{ih gLt{C y+
       2, providing the simplest form of a
saturating gain. Here ceff is an effective gain, that takes into account
both the pumping and the linear annihilation of magnons, g
describes the energy relaxation via interactions of the condensate
withnon-condensed magnons,andCdescribes thenonlinear reduc-
tion of the pumping efficiency at large magnon densities. The last
term in Eq. (1) is responsible for the phase locking between y1
and y2.
Epitaxial YIG films possess exceptionally high crystallographic
quality with a remarkably low number of crystalline defects
33.
However, these defects play a decisive role in the pinning of topo-
logical structures in the magnon condensate. In a non-equilibrium
system there always exist velocity fluxes connecting regions where
the particles are created to the regions where they are annihilated.
Therefore, topological structures such as vortices and solitary waves
are stationary only, if they are pinned by forces counteracting the
flow drag. To model the effect of the crystalline defects, we shall
assume that in a certain region of the sample there exist some loca-
lized areas causing an additional annihilation of magnons within an
area with characteristic lateral sizes equal to the healing lengths
ljj,\~h =
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2mjj,\mC
p
<0:2{0:5 mm. We model this increase by a
spatiallydependentC~C r ðÞ definedasC~0:1:U0 outsidethedefect
area and C~0:3:U0 inside the defect area. According to the scenario
of BEC elucidated in
34 the non-condensed thermal magnons evolve
into a quasi-condensate with many quantized vortices before relax-
ingtothegenuinevortex-freecondensatestate.Inthepresenceofthe
pinning defects the vortices formed in their vicinity can be pinned to
them. We have verified this scenario by a direct numerical integ-
ration of Eq. (1) starting from random initial configurations for y1
and y2 in the presence of two defects located 3 mm away from each
other. In the simulations we observed several possible stationary
vortex configurations: only one component of the condensate had
a vortex pinned to one of the defects, each component had one
vortex, and these two vortices were pinned either to the same defect
or to different defects. The latter case is apparently realized in the
experiment,ascorroboratedbythestrikingsimilaritybetweenFig.1c
and Fig. 3 showing a pseudocolor plot of the density of the stea-
dy wave-function y jj
2, obtained for this configuration by numerical
integrationofEq.(1)forceff5mC,g50.1andJ50.1mC.Inaddition
to the interference pattern demonstrating phase locking between y1
and y2, one clearly sees in Fig. 3 two forks corresponding to the 2p
shift of the phase difference between y1 and y2. These forks mark
Figure 3 | Calculated spatial map of the condensate density. Dashed
circles indicate the positions of two defects causing an appearance of two
vortices of positive circulation in different components of the condensate.
The vortices show themselves as forks in the interference pattern.
Figure 2 | Effect of the pumping power on the condensate density and on
the amplitude of the standing wave. Filled symbols show the average BLS
intensityproportionaltothetotaldensityofthecondensate.Opensymbols
show the relative depth of the spatial modulation of the BLS intensity,
which characterizes the strength of the phase locking between the
condensate components. The data were obtained from one-dimensional
scansparalleltothedirectionofthestaticfield.Linesareguidesfortheeye.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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only. These structures are analogous to half vortices (fractional vor-
tices)oftwo-componentatomicBECscreatedbyphaseimprinting
35.
In agreement with the above arguments and the scenario of Ref.
34,thepatternsobservedinexperimentswere ratherstable.Thiswas
proven by performing numerous linear scans at different pumping
powers switching the power on and off. These measurements have
shown that the positions of the stripes in the patterns stay
unchanged, although sometimes a phase shift of p was detected.
Thisindicatesthatthevortexpositionsdonotchangefrommeasure-
ment to measurement, while their circulation connected with the
orientation of the forks can be reversed. Several additional two-
dimensional scans also confirmed the stability of the vortex posi-
tions. These experimental findings illustrate the important role of
defectsinformationoftheinterferencepatternandvortices.Thefact
that the vortices can change the direction of their circulation in
different realizations indicates that unlike the vortices and half-
vorticesfoundinothernon-equilibriumcondensates
21,22,thevortices
weobservedareformedspontaneouslyduringcondensation andnot
through the dynamical interaction of fluxes. Such spontaneous
formation of vortices during the condensation has been previously
experimentally observed in equilibrium condensates
17.
Our findings show that the room-temperature Bose-Einstein con-
densate of magnons represents a unique system for experimental
investigations of macroscopic quantum coherence. Caused by the
double-degeneracy of the lowest-energy magnon state and the pres-
ence of nonlinear magnon-magnon interactions, the ground state of
the condensate appears as a real-space standing wave of the total
condensatedensityoriginatingfromtheinterferenceofthecondens-
atecomponents.Apartfromrevealinganuncommongroundstateof
the Bose-Einstein condensate, this interference enables an easy
observation and clear identification of complex topological struc-
tures, such as quantized vortices.
Methods
To study BEC of magnons, a 5.1 mm thick epitaxial yttrium iron garnet
(Y3Fe2(FeO4)3,YIG) film with lateral dimensions 234m m
2 is placed into a static
magnetic field H05100 mT. YIG films are characterized by very small magnetic
losses providing a long magnon lifetime, which appears to be much longer than the
characteristic time of magnon-magnon interaction. This relation is a necessary pre-
conditionfortheBose-Einsteincondensationinagasofquasiparticleswhosenumber
is not exactly conserved
20. To reach the critical value of the chemical potential,
mC51.5310
22 meV, necessary for BEC
24, additional magnons are injected into the
system by continuous parametric pumping at 8.4 GHz using a half-wavelength
microwave resonator. Such pumping creates primary magnons at 4.2 GHz with
wavevectors spread over the interval 2310
3–1.5310
5 cm
212 6 . After thermalization,
the injected magnons create a Bose-Einstein condensate
36. For our experimental
conditions the frequency of the condensate was 2.9 GHz and was found to be inde-
pendent of the spatial position. In contrast to previous studies, where a pulsed
pumping was used, here the pumping was applied continuously during the entire
measurement time. In contrast to the pulsed regime, where the condensate is created
spontaneously during each pulse, in the case of continuous pumping, once created,
thecondensateexistsuntilthepumpingisswitchedoff.Thisallowsonetoavoidnon-
controllable changes in the phase of the condensate from one pumping pulse to the
other.
Spatial mapping of the condensate density was performed using micro-focus
Brillouin light scattering (BLS) technique with a spatial resolution of about 0.55 mm.
Theprobinglaserlightwasfocusedontothesurfaceofthefilmandscannedinthetwo
lateral directions. The light inelastically scattered from magnons was analyzed by a
six-passFabry-Perot interferometer. A detailed description ofthe usedBLS setupcan
be found elsewhere
25. In general, the BLS intensity is proportional to the squared
amplitude of the magnetization precession in the film. Recording the BLS signal
corresponding to the frequency of the condensate, one can map the total condensate
density y jj
2.
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